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WHAT IS IT?
•

•

Marketing-as-a-Service (MaaS) is a

•

It can supplement in-housing of

modern, flexible outsourcing marketing

marketing through in-sourced resources,

operations solution, that works as a highly

or work as an alternative to conventional

integrated extension of a client’s

outsourcing (BPO) or agency partnership

marketing function.

models, or work as a hybrid of both.

It blends the best of agency and BPO

•

It enables large & mid-sized enterprises to

approaches/skills to operationalize, control

solve cost, scaling or transformation

and deliver high-performing data

challenges.

operations, marketing technology and
demand generation.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

Reduces marketing
expenses

Scales marketing
capabilities

Enables marketing or
digital transformation

Flexible, modular
operating models
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
MaaS supports B2B and B2C organizations across
three high volume operational disciplines:
Martech, Data and Demand Generation.

HARTE HANKS works with each client to define which disciplines to support (often starting with
one and then expanding to others). Harte Hanks provide staffing, expertise and an effective
method to embed the outsourced service delivery into the client’s existing ecosystem of people,
tools and processes.
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Marketing-as-a-Service is perfect for large or mid sized enterprises
across different industries, use cases and needs.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
MaaS provides cost effective, scaled up operations

B2B

(resources, processes and technology) to enable modern
account / customer centric marketing, sales and channel
activities, including account data and insight discovery,
compliant data operations, data/campaign analytics and
tracking, campaign automation, social demand
generation, social selling support, lead generation/
development/nurturing/management and sales/partner
enablement.

BUSINESS TO CONSUMER
Especially industries with large volumes of data,

B2C

technology and digital campaigns such as Direct to
Consumer, Automotive, Financial Services, Insurance
Healthcare and Online Retail. MaaS provides cost effective,
scaled up operations (resources, processes and
technology) to enable modern customer engagement and
associated data management, including consumer data
and insight discovery, compliant data operations, analytics,
tracking, campaign automation, social marketing/paid
media support, customer support (eg live chat), retail/
physical channel enablement and more.
The service is built on agency-level practitioners across a
global footprint of locations, and integrates with client
marketing / sales functions more tightly than a
conventional agency or BPO approach.
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THE CHALLENGES
IT SOLVES
SAVING COSTS
For enterprises seeking to save money or work far more efficiently to free up budgets for other
strategic initiatives/investments like transformation or technology. MaaS can provide similar or
increased outputs (volume and quality) that existing internal functions give, for a lower cost
through efficiency and optimized resourcing models.

SCALING OPERATIONS
For enterprises seeking to scale or augment their marketing operations in a controlled, resilient way
in order to cope with ever increasing volumes of data, campaigns and customer interactions, as well
as more tools and processes, either quickly to support surges in demand, or more steadily in line
with growth. MaaS can provide resources and outputs that significantly augment the capacity of
marketing function, without the pain of recruitment, training & enablement, adding operational
resiliency, and with the ability to easily flex this in line with changing demand.

TRANSFORMING MARKETING & SALES ENABLEMENT
For enterprises seeking to transform their marketing function to react to changes in market,
competition, internal or audience needs. MaaS can provide an entire new sets of resources with
the latest technological, data and demand generation skills (social, digital, analytics, automation)
to quickly enable and operate a transformed marketing operation, to deliver personalized
marketing / sales at scale.
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MAAS COMPARED WITH
BPO, AGENCY AND
IN-HOUSE OPERATIONS
Fully embedded in client organization at the
intersection of agency skills and BPO efficiencies.

HARTE HANKS
works with each client to define
which disciplines to support
(often starting with one and then
expanding to others). Harte Hanks
provide staffing, expertise and an
effective method to embed the
outsourced service delivery into
the client’s existing ecosystem of
people, tools and processes.

MaaS

Agency

BPO

In-House
Speed of setup of large team
Execution skill
Reduced cost
Embedded in client organization / control
Strategic capability (sales/marketing/data)
On demand scaling and speed of execution
Martech, data and demand gen capabilities
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FLEXIBLE OPERATING
MODELS TO BALANCE
COST, INTEGRATION
AND SCALING NEEDS
HIGHER COST
REDUCTION &
SCALABILITY

OFF-SITE

•

Off-site based execution of marketing and sales activities by skilled
resources, leveraging regional locations to deliver highly flexible and
cost-effective marketing operations

•

Works best when cost reduction and efficiency are primary drivers

HYBRID

•

Mix of in-sourced and off-site resourcing to deliver optimal mix of
marketing operations with scale, flexibility, cost reduction and
on-site interaction

•

Works best when needs are complex and enterprises are seeking
to balance cost and collaboration benefits

ON-SITE

•

Insourcing people, processes and platforms to your site(s) to
extend your marketing and sales operations

•

Works best when specialist demand gen and analytics skills are
needed to interact side by side with sales and marketing teams,
or with higher data /operational security needs (healthcare,
finance)

HIGHER
INTEGRATION
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GETTING STARTED
To understand your needs, pain points & transformation opportunities, we use a two phased
approach starting with Design, and followed by Build & Run. In phase 1, first we perform an
Assessment through in person or virtual working sessions. We then build a Solution Blueprint to
define how the service will be configured (processes, team sizes, activities, technology & tools), and
leveraging our Marketing Operations Playbooks & Calculators to speed up this step. In phase 2, as
we implement, we develop bespoke Service Operation Playbooks that guide the team’s work, and
allow for efficient operations, and Service Dashboards to track delivery and effectiveness.

DESIGN* | PHASE 1 |
ASSESS

BLUEPRINT

BUILD & RUN | PHASE 2 |
IMPLEMENT

CALCULATE

ASSESSMENT

IMPLEMENT

Insights on your current “state of marketing”,

Apply the solution blueprint to your current

identify bottlenecks in operations, audit

operations to drive efficiencies for all

processes.

marketing disciplines.

BLUEPRINT SOLUTION

CALCULATE

Dedicated to your current needs and vision for

Continuously monitor ROI of the Managed

marketing, identify best resource model that is

Marketing Service operation in order to fine

both cost effective and is able to increase

tune and deliver cost efficient results. Identify

MROI.

additional areas for assessment.
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WHY OUTSOURCE TO
HARTE HANKS?
FLEXIBLE, MODULAR AND SCALABLE
Service can be configured to a client’s needs based on one or more marketing service modules, and
then flex, adjust or scale quickly thereafter based on volumes, seasonality, events, product launches
and other factors.

TECHNOLOGICALLY SMART
Diverse and agnostic technology capabilities, working with the best in class technology across data,
analytics, automated marketing and campaign management. Using a mix of client tools, in-house
configurations/scripts and carefully selected external tools to deliver faster, scaled up marketing and
sales.

OPTIMIZED RESOURCING
Rightsized resource models with highly talented and hard-working staff, based in regional locations
to deliver best time coverage and lower cost, forming a modern and extended digital workforce that
mixes consulting, strategy, creative, digital and technology experts with back office resources to
operate a modern marketing ecosystem

OUTCOME ORIENTED
Focused on delivering high quality outcomes (cost and marketing effectiveness) with performancebased metrics, by working to best practice sales/marketing processes. Guided by playbooks which
clearly describe the steps, tasks, deliverables and measurement of each service area, orchestrating
both us and our clients.

PROVEN
Harte Hanks has successfully delivered off-site/hybrid/on-site MaaS for large and mid-sized
enterprises (like IBM,HP & Cisco) for 10+ years, with proven cost savings and performance
improvements across one or multiple marketing operation disciplines.
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G E T I N TO U C H

Head of Growth, Europe
Office +32 11 30 20 05
Mobile +32 474 286 230

@

HARTE HANKS EUROPE
jeff.slough@hartehanks.com

